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Ambience music - with Emotion..... 9 MP3 Songs ELECTRONIC: Ambient, NEW AGE: Meditation Details:

EMANATIONS We are always changing. There is not one person on this earth that has not felt the winds

of change blow over them at one time or another and so it is that I have decided on a slightly different

direction to explore. SIRIUS MUSIC will always be near and dear to me and I still use this title as the

name of my radio program at VOX-FM, I don't see the need to change that at all.

EMANATIONS...........the bringing forth of ideas from somewhere beyond mere thought. Now there's

something I can work with!!!!!!! I'll be honest, I have NO idea were this idea came from, however it has

been with me for quite some time, so I thought I had better pursue it and see were it would lead us. To

view things in a slightly different manner seemed to me to be an interesting thought. Why stay just with

Ambience? Why not incorporate other genres? Pink Floyd with Deep Forest as an example! There is

plenty of room still left at the "creative dream pool" for those who choose to exercise their creative

thoughts and attitudes. This is what I intend to pursue now and see just were it takes me. I still love

performing and composing the Meditative Ambience and will continue with this great and productive field

of music,however, I do intend to go into other directions as well, hence the change in the name of my

label. It is early days and many ideas are being formulated, even as I write this entry for the website.

When the music comes forth and recorded then I'll release examples for your perusal . They will be

available in MP3 form as will be the other examples of my earlier works for free down loading.
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